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Abstrat
In this paper we present a CAT generation algorithm for Dyk paths
with a xed length n. It is the formalization of a method for the exhaus-
tive generation of this kind of paths whih an be desribed by means of
two equivalent strategies. The former is desribed by a rooted tree, the
latter lists the paths by means of three operations whih, as we are going
to see, are equivalent to visit the tree. These onstrutions are stritly
onneted with ECO method and an be enoded by a rule, very similar
to the suession rule in ECO, with a nite number of labels for eah n.
Moreover with a slight variation this method an be generalized to other
ombinatorial lasses like Grand Dyk or Motzkin paths.
1 Introdution
One of the most important aims in ombinatoris has always been the generation
of objets of a partiular lass aording to a xed parameter. Atually many
pratial questions require, for their solution, an exhaustive searh through out
all the objets in the lass. In general, the idea is to nd methods to list in a
partiular order ombinatorial objets without either repetitions or omissions
so that it's possible to dedue a reursive onstrution of studied lass. We
are talking about exhaustive generation algorithms [22℄ whih an be seen as
an enumerating tehniques where eah objet is ounted and reorded one as
it is generated [23℄. Often, these algorithms are useful in diverse areas suh
as hardware and software testing, thermodynami, biology and biohemistry
([3, 6, 7℄) where it ould be helpful to have a partiular order of the objets.
In literature one of the ommon approah has been the generation of the om-
binatorial elements in suh a way that two suessive items dier only slightly;
in this sense a well known example is the lassial binary reeted Gray ode
sheme for listing n-bit binary numbers so that suessive items dier in exatly
one bit position. Gray odes nd a lot of appliations in many dierent areas
(for more details and examples see [4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20,
21, 24℄).
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In this paper we present a method whih allows us to generate all and only
objets of a ombinatorial lass, xed the size. We fous attention on Dyk
paths and we introdue two strategies for generating them. The former uses an
operator whih an be desribed by a rooted tree, the latter lists the objets
using three operations and it orresponds to visit all nodes of the tree. Both of
them, as we will see, use only a onstant amount of omputations per objet in
amortized sense and so they have CAT property [1℄. These methods are eient,
in fat it is well known that the primary performane goal in an algorithm for
listing a ombinatorial family is to have a running time proportional to the
number of objets produed [19℄.
Moreover our method is similar to ECO method and the analogy suggests
to look for a rule, similar to the suession rule in ECO, for enoding the
onstrution of the list (for more details about ECO method and suession
rule see [1, 2, 5, 25, 26℄). Nevertheless the previous approahes (see in [1℄)
used string of integers for enoding the objets and it was neessary to have
an other algorithm, whih required a proportional amount of omputations,
to ome bak to the objets. On the ontrary our method diretly uses the
ombinatorial objets and it generates the paths by means of operations with a
onstant ost. In setion 2 we give some preliminaries and notations while, in
the other setions, we present our main idea.
2 Preliminaries and notations
In this setion we give some notations whih are neessary to introdue our
method.
As we said above, we onsider the ombinatorial lass of Dyk paths and we
give some denitions useful for our work. We dene a path like a sequene of
points in N×N (they have never negative oordinates) and a step like a pair of
two onseutive points in the path. A Dyk path is a path D := {s0, s1, . . . , s2n}
suh that s0 = (0, 0) , s2n = (2n, 0) and only having northeast (si = (x, y),
si+1 = (x + 1, y + 1)) or southeast (si = (x, y), si+1 = (x + 1, y − 1)) steps; so
the number of northeast steps is equal to the number of southeast steps and we
an dene path's length the number of its steps. In partiular Dn is the set of
Dyk paths with length 2n i.e with n northeast steps. In the sequel we say that
D ∈ Dn has size n.
A peak (resp.valley) is a point si suh that step (si−1, si) is a northeast (south-
east) and the step (si, si+1) is a southeast (northeast); moreover we say pyramid
ph , ∀ h ∈ N, a sequene of h northeast steps following by h southeast steps suh
that if (si, si+1) is the rst northeast step and (si+2h−1, si+2h) is the last south-
east of this sequene, then si = (x, 0) and si+2h = (x + 2h, 0). We also dene
last desent (asent) the southeast (northeast) steps' last sequene of a Dyk
path and we onventionally number its points from right (left) to left (right);
learly the last point of last desent always oinides with last point of last as-
ent (see Figure 1). Moreover, if we say height h(si) of a point si its ordinate
and non-dereasing point the extremity si+1 of a northeast step (si, si+1), then
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Figure 1. Numeration of points of Dyk path's last desendent and asent.
we an dene area of a path the sum of its non-dereasing points' heights and
maxima area path Pnmax the pyramid pn that ontains, in geometri sense, all
the paths of its size. Finally we all a path P ative if we obtain another Dyk
path when the rst and the last step of P are taken o. This is equivalent to
say that P does not have valleys with height h = 0.
Given a lass of ombinatorial objets C and a parameter γ : C −→ N+
suh that Cn = {x ∈ C : γ (x) = n} is a nite set for all n, we dene a
generating tree. We assume there is only one element of minimal size in C and
we desribe the reursive onstrution of this set by using a rooted tree in whih
eah node orresponds to an objet. In partiular, the verties on the nth level
represent the elements of Cn, the root of the tree is the smallest element and
the branh, leading to the node, enodes the hoies made in the onstrution
of the objet. Starting from this idea and hoosing the ombinatorial lass D of
Dyk paths, we introdue another kind of generating tree whih desribe, xed
the size n, the reursive onstrution of Dn. In the sequel we denote it with
Dn-tree whih learly has a nite number of levels and eah objet has the same
size, regardless of the level. The struture of a generating tree an be elegantly
desribe by means of the notion of suession rule. Moreover, as we have just
said, our algorithm is based on the ECO method whih is a general method to
enumerate ombinatorial objets. The basi idea of this one is the denition
of a reursive onstrution for C by means of an operator φ whih performs a
loal expansion on the objets (for more details see [2℄).
3 Dyk paths
We start to dene an operator whih onstruts Dn; we study this operator for
n > 3 being ases n = 1 and n = 2 trivial.
θ OPERATOR:
1. Consider Pnmax like the rst path.
2. Take o the rst and the last path's step and insert a peak in every point of
the obtained path's last desent exept for the last point. Every insertion
generates a new Dyk path.
3
3. For eah new generated path repeat the following ations until ative paths
are generated:
3.1 take o the rst and the last path's step
3.2 insert a peak in every point of the obtained path's last desent. Every
insertion generates a new path.
In Figure 2 we give an example of θ operator's ation.
0
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Figure 2.
We prove that θ satises the following onditions:
Proposition 3.1
1. ∀ X1 , X2 ∈ θ(Pnmax), then X1 6= X2;
2. ∀ X1 , X2 ∈ Dn and X1 6= X2, then θ(X1) ∩ θ(X2) = ∅.
Proposition 3.2 ∀ Y ∈ Dn ∃ a nite suession X0, X1, . . . , Xk with k ∈ N
and Xk = Y suh that :
• X0 = Pnmax;
• Xi+1 ∈ θ(Xi) 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
Proof Proposition 3.1: We prove point 2 sine point 1 of the proposition is
trivial. Consider X1 , X2 ∈ Dn, X1 6= X2 and divide both X1 and X2 in two
parts as shown in Figure 3.
If b1 6= b2, they remain distint after the appliation of θ sine it operates just on
these parts. On the other hand if b1 = b2, then a1 6= a2 and after the appliation
of θ a1 and a2 remain dierent, then θ(X1) ∩ θ(X2) = ∅ in both ases.
Proof Proposition 3.2: We onsider a general path Y and we apply the
inverse of θ operator on it; learly θ−1 operator takes o the righter peak of Y
and inserts a northeast step at the beginning of the path and a southeast step
at the end. We have two possibilities:
1. The last asent of Y has only one step, so in the obtained path θ−1(Y ) the
peaks' number is redued by one.
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Figure 3.
2. The last asent of Y has at least two steps, so the number of last asent's
steps in θ−1(Y ) is redued by one.
It is lear that after k times, for k ∈ N, the number of peaks in θ−k(Y ) is one
and θ−k(Y ) = Pnmax.
Figure 4. D4-tree.
Now we pass to desribe θ's onstrution by using a rooted tree:
Dn-tree ROOTED TREE:
1. The root is Pn
max
and it is at level zero;
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2. if X ∈ Dn-tree is at level k ≥ 0 then Y ∈ θ(X) is a son of X and it is at
level k + 1.
In Figure 4 D4-tree is illustrated.
Theorem 3.1 Dn = Dn-tree
Proof: Given X ∈ Dn-tree; it is lear that X is a Dyk path. Moreover,
Proposition 3.1 assures there are not two opies of the same path in Dn-tree
⇒ |Dn-tree| ≤ |Dn| ⇒ Dn-tree ⊆ Dn.
Vie versa given Y ∈ Dn, Proposition 3.2 assures that it is always possible to
nd a nite suession whih joins Pn
max
path to Y ; so Y ∈ Dn-tree sine Pnmax
is in Dn-tree ⇒ Dn ⊆ Dn-tree.
3.1 Suession rule
Now we give a suession rule to desribe Dn-tree. As we have said above, given
a path P , we have θ(P ) 6= ∅ if and only if it is ative, i.e. if it has not valleys
with height h = 0. Moreover, from the denition of θ operator it is lear that
the number of a path's sons is equal to the number of steps in its last desent.
So, we have to label eah path with an information whih says us the number
of its sons and the height of its lowest valley. We use the following notation to
onnet the label of a parent P , having the height of its lowest valley equal to
i, with the labels of its k sons:
(k, i) →֒ (c1)(c2) . . . (ck).
Moreover, eah of these k paths has the last desent with length s, with s =
1, 2, . . . , k. Now θ operator, after having taken o the rst and the last step of
P , inserts a peak in one of the last desent's point of the obtained path P . This
insertion inreases the number of valleys in the generated path by one, with
the exeption of Y obtained by inserting the peak in the last point of P 's last
desent, sine in this ase, the path has the same number of valleys of its father
P . So, it is lear that the height j of generated paths' lowest valley depends
of the insertion of the peak. Indeed, if θ inserts the peak in the t-th point of
the P 's last desent with 1 6 t 6 i − 1, then j = t− 1, i.e. the lowest valley is
generated by the peak insertion. On the other hand if i 6 t 6 k, then j = i− 1,
i.e. the lowest valley is the same of P . In Figure 5 we give an example of θ's
ation on a path with label (3, 2).
We an give the prodution:
(k, i) →֒ (1, 0)(2, 1) . . . (i, i− 1)(i+ 1, i− 1) . . . (k, i− 1).
We notie that the root of Dn-tree doesn't have valleys and the seond index of
its label ould be empty; nevertheless, for onveniene, we have deided to label
the root by (n− 1, n− 1). Finally, we obtain the following suession rule:
{
(n− 1, n− 1)
(k, i) →֒ (1, 0)(2, 1) . . . (i, i− 1)(i+ 1, i− 1) . . . (k, i− 1)
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P :
lowest valley
i = 2
( 3 , 2 )
k = 3
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Figure 5.
It is lear that labels with i = 0 orrespond to paths with at least a valley with
height h = 0 and they do not generate any other path by θ operator. In Figure
6 we give an example of generating tree for n = 5.
(4, 4)
(2, 1)(3, 2)(4, 3)
(4, 1) (3, 1) (2, 1) (1, 0) (3, 1) (2, 1) (1, 0) (1, 0) (1, 0) (1, 0)(2, 0)(2, 0)(3, 0)(2, 0)
(1, 0)(2, 0)(1, 0)(2, 1)(3, 1)(1, 0)(2, 1)(3, 2)(4, 2)
(4, 0) (3, 0) (2, 0) (1, 0) (3, 0) (2, 0) (1, 0) (2, 0) (1, 0) (3, 0) (2, 0) (1, 0) (2, 0) (1, 0)
(1, 0)
Figure 6.
3.2 The generating algorithm
As we have just seen, θ operator an be desribed by a rooted tree and Dn's
paths are generated aording to the Dn-tree's levels. Nevertheless we wish to
nd a method whih sequentially lists the objets so that everyone is generated
only by the last generated path. This operation orresponds to visit all the
nodes of Dn-tree and for this reason it's helpful to order the sons of X path
aording to the dereasing length of their last desent so that the last one ends
in p1. In partiular, the last P
n
max's son is made by pn−1 followed by p1. We
name rstborn of a path P the son whih has the longest last desent (In
Figure 7 we give an example of a path's rstborn).
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last son of P
path P firstborn of P
,
Figure 7.
Clearly the rstborn of Pn
max
an be generated simply overturning its peak.
Then we generate all rstborn paths on the longest branh of Dn-tree applying
(n− 2) times the following operation:
op1: Take o the rst and the last path's step, then insert a peak in the last
point of the last desent (see Figure 8).
op1
op1
Figure 8.
When op1 is no more appliable i.e. when we arrive at a leaf, we proeed
to generate the leaf's brothers following the order given at the beginning of
this subsetion. So it is suient to apply the following operation on the last
generated path:
op2: Overturn the rightmost peak in the path (see Figure 9) sine, if Yi ∈ θ(X)
with 1 6 i 6 k − 1 and k = |θ(X)|, then op2 (Yi) = Yi+1 ∈ θ(X). Indeed, Yi+1
is generated from X by means of θ taking o the rst and the last step and
inserting a peak in the (k− i+2)th point of X 's last desent; the generation of
Yi+1 an be obtained also overturning the rightmost peak in Yi.
After the last son of X is generated, we should go bak to the Dn-tree's
preeding level, in other words we should pass to the immediately next brother
of X , if it exists. We use the following operation to generate the unle of last
obtained path:
op3: Take o the rightmost p1; then insert a northeast step at the beginning
of the path and a southeast step in the seond-last point of the last asent (see
Figure 10).
Op3 allows us to pass from a path ending in p1 to its unle; this fat it's very
8
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op2
op1
Figure 9.
op1
op3
op2
op2
op1
Figure 10.
important beause we an pass to another subtree of Dn-tree, where we an
apply op1 and op2 again.
The eets of op3 on a path P ending in p1 are illustrated in Figure 11.
h
op3 ( P ) :P :
h
Figure 11.
Let P the last son of a path Pi; the path Pi+1, Pi's brother, is obtained simply
overturning its last peak (see Figure 12).
As we an see, the seond path in the rst gure is equivalent to Pi+1 so
op3 (P ) = Pi+1.
From their denition op1, op2 and op3 form a method to visit all the nodes of
Dn-tree and so, they generates all Dn paths.
9
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Figure 12.
We proeed to express all that we have exemplied by means of the following
algorithm:
Algorithm 1
start with Pnmax;
generate the firstborn son of Pnmax overturning its peak;
P := firstborn son of Pn
max
;
while P 6= the last son of Pnmax do
if it's possible then
P ′ := op1 (P )
else if it's possible then
P ′ := op2 (P )
else
P ′ := op3 (P )
end if ;
P := P ′;
end while
Remark: Observing Figure 13 we an notie that it's possible to have more
onseutive operations of the same kind but in partiular we an have at most
two onseutive appliations of op3. Indeed we an have only two possibilities:
a) The path ends in p1 whih is preeded by a peak with height h ≥ 2
Op3 works only one time beause its appliation, as we an see in Figure
14, generates a path that has the last peak with height h ≥ 2.
b) The path ends in at least two p1
In this ase the appliation of op3 generates a path that ends again in p1;
we are in ase a) and the appliation of op3 is possible only another time
(see Figure 15).
3.3 Analysis of the algorithm
We pass to analyze Algorithm 1; our aim is to realize a method whih main-
tains onstant the number of mean operations while eah objet inDn is generated.
Now, if we assoiate to eah path a binary word by oding with 1 a northeast
step and with 0 a southeast, then it's lear that the three operations are har-
aterized by a onstant number of ations whih exhange steps in the path.
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op2
op2
op2
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op3
op2
op1
op3
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Figure 13.
h ( 3 ) h
Figure 14.
k
k > 1
k + 1( 3 )( 3 ) k + 1
Figure 15.
Indeed, we represent the word by a irular array where the last position is
followed by the rst one; we introdue a pointer to the rst position of the array
whih always orresponds to the rst step of the path (see Figure 16).
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11 1 10 0 0 0
Figure 16.
Now, op1 is equivalent to exhange the rst bit 1 of the path with the rst bit 0
of its last desent and then to move forward the pointer one position (the ation
of op1 on the array is illustrated in Figure 17).
0 11011 1
op1
w00 w 1
Figure 17.
Op2 is equivalent to exhange the bits of the last sequene 10 in the array, while
the pointer doesn't move (see Figure 18).
1 w010
op2
w 01 10
Figure 18. Ation of op2 operation on the array.
Finally, op3 is equivalent to exhange the bits of the last and seond-last pairs
10 and then to move bakward the pointer one position (see Figure 19).
It's lear that the three operations require a onstant number of ations inde-
pendently of the length of the paths and Algorithm 1 is a onstant amortized
time (CAT) algorithm.
4 Conlusions
We have presented a method to generate all and only paths ∈ Dn. The pratial
advantages of our method are that it uses diretly the ombinatorial objets and
12
1 ww
op3
0 001 111010 0
Figure 19. How word of bits hanges by op3.
it generates all the paths ∈ Dn, with xed n, without using the objets with
smaller size. So, as we have seen, our work presents two dierent strategies whih
are losely onneted. Indeed, the former an be desribed by a rooted tree and
the latter uses three operations, for listing the objets, whih are equivalent
to visit this tree. Moreover, we have proved that Algorithm 1 is a onstant
amortized time algorithm sine it uses only a onstant number of omputations
per objet.
Our studies have proved that the basi idea of this algorithm allows to obtain
similar results for other lasses of paths like Grand Dyk (Gn) and Motzkin (Mn)
paths; indeed, it's possible to obtain all the paths of Gn orMn using operations
very similar to op1, op2 and op3.
Moreover, it is reasonable to think that this method ould be appliable to
other kinds of paths or to other ombinatorial lasses whih are in bijetion
with the studied paths. For example we ould study the lasses of polyominoes
or permutations enumerated by Catalan, Motzkin or Gran Dyk numbers (for
denitions see for example [2℄).
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